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NEW TECHNOLOGIES SIG
TOM SHEPHERD



NEW TECH SIG UPDATE



NEW TECH SIG 

WE NEED IDEAS

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS SEND ME AN EMAIL ABOUT SOMETHING YOU 

WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT AT 

NEWTECH@GRANDCOMPUTERS.ORG



NEW TECHNOLOGIES SIG

MEETING EVERY MONTH 
3RD THURSDAY 3:30

Contact Tom Shepherd for additional information at

NEWTECH@GRANDCOMPUTERS.ORG

A forum for the open discussion of technologically advanced ideas and 
experiences



Here is what is planned so far for New 
Tech Sig meetings



Today’s Topic

TOP TECHNOLOGY TRENDS IN THE 

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 
SEPTEMBER 2022



AGENDA
Chips and Cars – Supply Chain Issues Continue

Electric Vehicles – The Latest Hot Ones

Displays -

Connectivity – A future dream ?

Self-Driving Vehicles

Automotive Software – What’s New

Q&A 



Here’s an article from June 2022



The chip shortage is expected to continue



TSMC Hoping for end of 2023



Strategies for coping with chip shortage



Here’s another article about the effects of chip 
shortages





What Are Automakers Doing to Help?
Automakers are going to great lengths to try to manage the 
chip shortage. They don’t want to lose money, and they 
certainly can’t afford to lose loyal customers to rivals.

Most brands have prioritized using the chips that are 
available in their most popular and profitable vehicles. In the 
meantime, they’ve temporarily stopped production of less 
popular models, and even gone so far as to shut down some 
factories until more chips become available.
.



More recently, companies like Tesla and Ford have 
been removing certain chips from their vehicles, 

though the vehicles can still be delivered to 
customers.

Some of these chips, or the parts that rely on them, 
will be installed at a dealer or service center once 

they’re back in stock.

In other cases, certain chips and related vehicle 
features were eliminated entirely



Lets’s talk about Electric Vehicles



First off, I found this video, which 
gives a brief overview of the 
components on an Electric Vehicle.





People are buying EVs at an 
increasing rate, but they are still a 
small share of the market















US Government promotes EVs using American batteries



The cost of batteries is an issue



The cost of batteries is an issue



Increasing investment into batteries



Increasing investment into batteries



Who dominates the EV 

Market 

Tesla still on top but others 

are coming



How is Tesla doing ?



How is Tesla doing ?



What is the future ?



How much longer can Tesla Dominate ?



How much longer can Tesla Dominate ?



But for now, Tesla is still the Top Dog (by far)



The real competition for Tesla may come from 

Asia



Here is a video about how the Tesla Model S works





Hyundai is getting a lot of attention for their Ioniq5



Here’s What Kelly Blue Book says 
about Hyundai IONIQ 5





Display Screens



This is from Consumer Reports - 2020



Screens are getting bigger



Tesla



Tesla



Ford



Ford



Connectivity – Reality or 

Hype ?



Here’s the Vision



Here’s the Vision in a diagram



Here is another analysis of the 

future of connected cars



Here is another analysis of the 

future of connected cars



Here is another analysis of the 

future of connected cars



Connected Vehicle Technology Use Cases and Application

•Android Auto
•Apple CarPlay
•Connected vehicle tech for fleets
•Digital assistants
•MirrorLink
•Navigation
•Networking in vehicles
•Parking apps
•Smartphones in vehicles
•Telematics





Google Assistant
Google Assistant is the voice recognition interface for Android Auto. 
You can activate it by simply saying “Hey, Google,” followed by the 
command you want to execute. For instance, “Hey, Google, call 
work” will dial the number stored in your contacts as “work.” “Hey, 
Google, play my chill playlist on Spotify” will…well, you get it by now.
You can also activate voice commands by pressing the microphone 
icon on the screen or pressing the steering-wheel microphone 
button if your car has one.
Navigation
Android Auto is compatible with Google Maps, Waze, and several 
other mapping apps. You can use it to get turn-by-turn directions, 
search nearby gas stations or electric car chargers, and even 
reserve parking through SpotHero and other parking apps.

https://assistant.google.com/














What’s Going on with Self-Driving 

Vehicles?



Does this sound like a recipe for 

disaster ?



Does this sound like a recipe for 

disaster ?

San Francisco residents may notice something missing the 
next time they hail a taxi — no driver at the wheel. 

On June 2, 2022, Cruise, a division of General Motors (GM), 
was approved to charge for rides in its autonomous cars.

Waymo, owned by Google's parent company, Alphabet, has 
been offering a similar service in Chandler, Arizona, since 

October 2020. 
However, Cruise is the first company allowed 

to operate commercial driverless cars in a major US city.



Does this sound like a recipe for 

disaster ?

San Francisco residents may notice something missing the 
next time they hail a taxi — no driver at the wheel. 

On June 2, 2022, Cruise, a division of General Motors (GM), 
was approved to charge for rides in its autonomous cars.

Waymo, owned by Google's parent company, Alphabet, has 
been offering a similar service in Chandler, Arizona, since 

October 2020. 
However, Cruise is the first company allowed 

to operate commercial driverless cars in a major US city.



Here are the rules for the San 

Franciso experiment

The first-of-its-kind permit comes with some restrictions.

Cruise vehicles will be confined to transporting 
passengers in less congested areas of the city between 10 

p.m. and 6 a.m. 

The self-driving cars should not exceed a speed of 30 mph.

They are also not allowed to operate in heavy rain or fog.

The rules are meant to mitigate any injuries or accidents



Apple is trying to get into the self-driving car market, 

but per the NY Post, there are problems



Apple’s self-driving cars had trouble navigating streets, frequently 

bumped into curbs and veered out of lanes in the middle of 

intersections during test drives near the company’s Silicon Valley 

headquarters, according to a report.

Apple has been trying to work out the kinks in Project Titan, its 

autonomous electric vehicle program, since it sent several of the 

self-driving cars on a test run along a 40-mile stretch from 

Bozeman, Mont., to the nearby Big Sky ski resort last 

August, according to The Information.

https://nypost.com/2021/11/18/apple-reportedly-working-on-self-driving-car-for-2025/
https://www.theinformation.com/articles/inside-apples-eight-year-struggle-to-build-a-self-driving-car?utm_campaign=Automated+Fallback+R&utm_content=89&utm_medium=email&utm_source=cio&utm_term=19


The test drive was a seeming success, as the prototypes 

managed to make the journey without needing the aid of 

three-dimensional road maps that are typically used by other 

firms that are developing self-driving fleets.

The demonstration was even filmed using aerial drones.

The images and footage were then used to make a flashy 

promotional video to impress top Apple executives, including 

CEO Tim Cook, according to the report.



But engineers at the iPhone maker were dismayed when 

the test vehicles struggled to conduct basic navigation 

maneuvers on city streets near the company’s Cupertino, 
Calif., headquarters.



According to The Information, the cars slammed into curbs and often 

had trouble staying in their lanes after crossing intersections.

A source told The Information that a local jogger was nearly hit by one 

of Project Titan’s cars as the runner was crossing the street. 

The car apparently did not recognize that the jogger had the right of 

way.

The mishaps are part and parcel of an eight-year program that has 

been plagued by a revolving door of departing executives as well as 

persistent software problems, according to The Information.



Here is another analyst (Gartner Group) with their 

thoughts on “autonomous vehicles”

Autonomous Vehicles — More Regulation in Place, But 
Commercialization Hurdles Persist  STAMFORD, Conn. February 
17, 2022

Despite sensing technologies improving, perception algorithms 
becoming more sophisticated and regulations and standards 
progressing, developers of autonomous vehicles continue to 

struggle to scale autonomous operations to new cities or 
geographies.



Automakers have begun to announce Level 3 autonomous driving cars 
and are working on the deployment of Level 4 self-driving trucks and 

commercial robotaxis.

However, proving the safety and effectiveness of autonomous 
technology is taking a long time and extensive simulation and real-
world testing are making commercialization slow and expensive.

In addition, issues such as liability in the event of an accident, 
associated legal and societal considerations, such as how human 

driven vehicles will interact with an AI-driven vehicle, are adding to 
the challenge.

More from Gartner



Automotive Software – here’s an opinion from RedHat Linux



Many view the automotive industry’s objectives as a challenging 
dichotomy. 

The industry aims to advance the concept of the software-defined 
vehicle by providing the latest advancements in computing 
technology to enable functional and safety features, while at the 
same time holding these features to strict ISO standards that 
govern the functional safety of electronic systems within road 
vehicles.



These opposing aims slow the development process, and 
limit industry access to established insiders.

Open source and, in particular, automotive Linux have a 
potential to fulfill both of these general requirements in. 

ways that traditional proprietary systems have not managed.

Several trends are emerging in 2022 to address these 
challenges.







Tom’s Perspective as a life-long IT person

The same type of issues and standards for code 

development , testing, QA, implementation, etc. we 

have had for years in the software world are now 

becoming a routine part of automotive technology

And just like we have always had frequent code 

updates, fixes, patches, in the IT world, automobiles will 

now experience the same 



Here is an example of an industry standard 

for road vehicles

ISO 26262, titled "Road vehicles – Functional safety", is an international 

standard for functional safety of electrical and/or electronic systems that 

are installed in serial production road vehicles (excluding mopeds), 

defined by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in 
2011, and revised in 2018.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_safety
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization


Goals of ISO 26262:

•Provides an automotive safety lifecycle 

(management, development, production, operation, 

service, decommissioning) and supports tailoring the 

necessary activities during these lifecycle phases.

•Covers functional safety aspects of the entire 

development process (including such activities as 

requirements specification, design, implementation, 

integration, verification, validation, and configuration).

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/decommission


Goals of ISO 26262: Further

•Provides an automotive-specific risk-based approach 

for determining risk classes (Automotive Safety 

Integrity Levels, ASILs).

•Uses ASILs for specifying the item's necessary safety 

requirements for achieving an acceptable residual 

risk.

•Provides requirements for validation and confirmation 

measures to ensure a sufficient and acceptable level 

of safety is being achieved

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automotive_Safety_Integrity_Level
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Residual_risk


That’s It 

Any questions or comments ?
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